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Category:Document management systems Category:Review websites Category:PDF software
Category:PDF readers Ask HN: Where to sell app idea? - vccafe Hi,I have an app idea that can have a

huge impact on the marketing industry and I would like to know where I can take it forward.I will
appreciate any leads. Thank you. ====== mgkimsal At the risk of being flagged, I'll share the same advice

I've been given by people here at my past few jobs - don't sell the idea, sell the app/software (product).
While I agree with the advice, I've always thought that with an app, there's some significant changes you
can make to the product _before_ you get it out there, to market it. ~~~ vccafe Thanks, I will take that
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advice. ------ albw You could try selling it through something like ------ fragmede Salesforce is on there, so
if they like it, they may be willing to purchase it. ------ olalonde I can help you out but I'm not sure if you'll
be able to make enough money on the App Store. ~~~ vccafe I don't have a lot of experience on the App

Store but I will try to put in place the framework for the app and get some beta users. 4bc0debe42
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